Product Review: A Runner’s
Essential Product Guide
By Ivana Jarmon
If you’re new to the running world, or newly addicted, there
is so much out there in terms of running tips that you can use
to improve your fitness routine. That being said, having the
right running gear is essential to becoming an experienced
runner. In this product review, Cupid explores the newest
fitness must-haves for beginner runners.

Product Review: Check out some of
the best products for beginner
runners.
AZIO HEARA Headphones, $89.99

AZIO HEARA headphones
Anyone who runs knows that headphones are a necessity! AZIO
HEARA headphones are the new must-haves in the world of
running. The headphones are tuned hybrid drive with a

structured hi-resolution earphone. The dynamic woofer provides
a rich bass and precise mids, while the ceramic tweeter
creates a clear high-range harmonic. The earbuds are also
known as gaming earbuds that were designed to match up with
the AZIO retro classic gaming keyboard. AZIO HEARA headphones
are JAS hi-res certified to give you a studio-grade sound
reproduction of every detail and wide frequency range. Just
imagine running with that kind of sound reverberating in your
ears.
Related Link: Product Review: Back-To-School Products For Kids
Of All Ages
Tart Cherry Juice Concentrate, $12
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Concentrate
Stoneridge Orchards Tart Cherry Juice is not only refreshing
and delicious, but it also provides great health benefits.
It’s rich in nutrients like potassium and iron and provides a
high amount of anthocyanins, which promote anti-inflammatory
processes in the body. As a beginner runner, your body
experiences a lot of aches and pains. Taking Ibuprofen is
unhealthy in quantity and can cause more issues if you choose
to keep taking it. This juice helps with maintaining
hydration, blood pressure and muscle recovery, s well as
digestion. It helps fight inflammation and arthritis pain and

boosts immunity. Plus, it helps regulate your metabolism,
fights fat and blocks cancer growth. This is just a portion of
what it does. Stoneridge Orchards Tart Cherry Juice
Concentrate is all-natural and allows you to recover sooner
without having to take ingest chemicals that may do more harm
than good.
Related Link: Product Review: YouTuber Heather Marianna’s
Created ORganic Beauty Line, Beauty Kitchen
3. Smooth Feet by Legendary Apothecary, $35

https://www.legendar
yapothecary.com/stor
e/smooth-feetsubscription/
If you have dry feet, rough heels, and have tried a variety of
creams and lotions that just don’t work. then Smooth Feet is
for you. The oil is an old recipe that will leave your feet
hydrated and smooth. The product uses organic ingredients and
prevents evaporation of water from the surface. Smooth Feet
doesn’t use any synthetic fragrance, toxic chemicals,
artificial colors, animal derived ingredients or
preservatives. It only has three USDA certified organic
ingredients: vegetable glycerin, pure lavender oil, and sugar
cane alcohol. The old-world recipe was passed down from cocreator Sara Saidy’s grandmother, Masy. All it takes it’s a
few drops to get Smooth Feet.

Make sure to check out more of Cupid’s product reviews.

